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Porous and Nonporous Nerve Conduits:
The Effects of a Hydrogel Luminal Filler
With and Without a Neurite-Promoting Moiety

Mindy Ezra, PhD,1,2 Jared Bushman, PhD,1 David Shreiber, PhD,2 Melitta Schachner, PhD,3,4

and Joachim Kohn, PhD1,5

Nerve conduits prefilled with hydrogels are frequently explored in an attempt to promote nerve regeneration.
This study examines the interplay in vivo between the porosity of the conduit wall and the level of bioactivity of
the hydrogel used to fill the conduit. Nerve regeneration in porous (P) or nonporous (NP) conduits that were
filled with either collagen only or collagen enhanced with a covalently attached neurite-promoting peptide
mimic of the glycan human natural killer cell antigen-1 (m-HNK) were compared in a 5 mm critical size defect
in the mouse femoral nerve repair model. Although collagen is a cell-friendly matrix that does not differentiate
between neural and nonneural cells, the m-HNK-enhanced collagen specifically promotes axon growth and
appropriate motor neuron targeting. In this study, animals treated with NP conduits filled with collagen grafted
with m-HNK (CollagenHNK) had the best overall functional recovery, based on a range of histomorphometric
observations and parameters of functional recovery. Our data indicate that under some conditions, the use of
generally cell friendly fillers such as collagen may limit nerve regeneration. This finding is significant, con-
sidering the frequent use of collagen-based hydrogels as fillers of nerve conduits.

Introduction

Functional recovery after peripheral nerve repair is
often poor because of the slow rate of axonal extension

and the limited ability of neurons to navigate long gaps and
reconnect with their proper distal targets.1–3 To improve
upon the clinical outcome, conduits, or tubes, are commonly
used to enclose a nerve injury site and physically guide
regenerating axons from the proximal stump to their distal
targets.3,4 However, even in the presence of a conduit, re-
generation cannot successfully occur without the formation
of a fibrin matrix, a physical bridge that forms across the
nerve gap after injury and that provides a structure for cells
to migrate across.

In an attempt to expedite regeneration and synthetically
mimic the natural fibrin matrix, many nerve regeneration
studies use prefilled nerve conduits with a three-dimensional
inner lumen hydrogel matrix derived from biopolymers such
as laminin, alginate, or collagen.5–14 The chemical attach-
ment of a cell-signaling or neurite-promoting moiety to the

filler matrix can enhance regeneration further. Among many
others, brain-derived neurotrophic factor,15 platelet-derived
growth factor,16 and glial growth factor17,18 have been ex-
plored. The presence of such molecules in the filler generally
improves nerve regeneration to varying degrees over nerve
conduits filled with a ligand-free version of the matrix.19

The wall of the conduits can be fabricated to be either
porous (P) or nonporous (NP). When the wall pores are
larger than 10mm, porous conduits allow for the infiltration
of non-neural cells into the conduit lumen, whereas non-
porous conduits provide a cell-impermeable conduit wall.
Nonporous conduits work well when bridging gaps are
<1.0 cm, when nutrient and waste exchange from the ends of
the conduits is sufficient. It is likely that longer nerve gaps
will require porous conduits that allow for nutrient and
waste exchange along the length of the conduit and even
allow for infiltration of blood vessels as observed with au-
tografts.20 Effects of conduit pore size on the outcome of
nerve regeneration have been investigated and, although
results and interpretations of this critical aspect vary widely,
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the optimal pore size for conduits was reported to be in the
5–30 mm range to enable nutrient and waste diffusion.21–24

Considering that non-neural cells can easily penetrate
through pores of these sizes, it is of interest to determine
how infiltration of non-neural cells into porous conduits
affects nerve regeneration when combined with a cell-
friendly filler matrix.

In this study, we investigated the interplay between nerve
regeneration and non-neural cell infiltration into the conduit
lumen. More specifically, we compared functional nerve
recovery across four different conduit conditions in a 5 mm
clinical size gap in the mouse femoral nerve.25–27 This nerve
injury model, first introduced by Brushart et al.,25 allows for
both morphological and functional measures of recovery
after treatment. Specifically, the femoral nerve bifurcates
into a motor branch and a sensory branch, making it possible
to assess the level of correct motor targeting of the re-
generating motor neurons. This is a significant feature of the
femoral nerve model that is absent in the more commonly
used rat sciatic nerve model. Since one of the biological
activities of glycan human natural killer cell antigen-1 (m-
HNK) is to support preferential motor neuron targeting, we
have used the mouse femoral nerve model in this and other
studies.28 Four specific conduit conditions were evaluated as
shown in Table 1. Conduits had either a porous or nonpo-
rous outer wall and were filled with either a general cell
friendly matrix (collagen), shown to effectively improve
nerve regeneration after peripheral nerve injury,10,11 or a
neurite-specific promoting matrix (CollagenHNK) contain-
ing a glycomimetic of the m-HNK. This peptide mimic,
m-HNK, was selected as it has been used successfully in
soluble form to treat peripheral nerve injuries of the femoral
nerve in both mouse29,30 and nonhuman primate31 models.
The m-HNK-1 peptide mimic is neurostimulatory and en-
hances regeneration of peripheral motor neurons in the
mouse femoral model when administered either in soluble
form or when grafted to collagen.31,32 In addition, m-HNK
also enhanced nerve regeneration in a nonhuman primate.33

More recently, m-HNK covalently attached to a collagen
hydrogel, identical to the neurite-promoting matrix used in
this study, has been used as a conduit filler by Shreiber and
colleagues to effectively enhance functional recovery in the
mouse femoral nerve model.32

The conduits employed in this study were composed of a
tyrosine-derived polycarbonate terpolymer composed of
89.5 mol% desaminotyrosyl tyrosine ethyl ester, 10 mol%

desaminotyrosyl tyrosine, and 0.5 mol% poly(ethylene gly-
col) (Mw = 1 kDa) [designated as E10-0.5(1K)]. We reported
on the use of this terpolymer to facilitate nerve regeneration
previously.28 We are now reporting on the continuation of our
studies, exploring the complex in vivo relationship between
the porosity of the conduit wall and the material used to fill
the inner lumen of the conduit.

Materials and Methods

Conduit fabrication

E10-0.5(1K) was synthesized using published proce-
dures.34 Porous and nonporous conduits 5 mm in length
were fabricated using a dip-coating method as described.28

In brief, the nonporous conduits were made by repeatedly
dip coating a mandrel in a solution of 900 mg of E10-
0.5(1K) in 3 mL of methylene chloride, followed by drying.
The porous conduits were made in the same way by dip
coating the mandrel in a solution of 450 mg of E10-0.5(1K)
in 3 mL of methylene chloride that also contained 450 mg of
crystals sieved to a size of 25–45 mm, followed by drying
and then by leaching in water to remove the sugar crystals.
The only difference between the nonporous scaffolds and
porous scaffolds is the presence of pores created when the
sugar crystals were dissolved by exposure to water. Porosity
was evaluated by using ImageJ software to analyze scanning
electron micrograph (SEM) images. In brief, SEM images of
the nerve conduit surfaces were imported into ImageJ soft-
ware and converted into binary images. Each converted
image was then inverted and analyzed for regions of inter-
est, representing open pores. Total pore area was measured
as well as individual pore diameters. Ten representative
images of each conduit type were analyzed and the averages
and standard deviation were reported.

Preparation of collagen and functionalized collagen

Type-I calf skin collagen (Elastin Products Company, Inc.)
was prepared into hydrogels using a published procedure.35

In brief, 2.0 mg/mL collagen hydrogels were prepared using
solutions in the following ratios: 2% of 1 M Hepes (Fluka),
14% of 0.1 N NaOH, 10% of 10· minimum essential medium
(Sigma), 5.2% M199 (Sigma), 0.1% penicillin/streptomycin
(Sigma), 1% l-glutamine (Sigma), and 67.7% native collagen
(3 mg/mL).32 For the functionalized collagen, the peptide
mimetic of the m-HNK33 (FLHTRLFV, MW: 1032.24, syn-
thesized by GenScript) was grafted onto the collagen using
EDC chemistry, as described.32,36 This peptide has been
shown to encourage nerve regeneration and axonal target-
ing.30,31 Peptide grafting efficiency was measured indirectly
by grafting FITC-tagged m-HNK (GenScript) to collagen and
comparing the fluorescence intensity of grafted collagen after
reconstitution to a standard curve created by admixing fluo-
rescent peptide into collagen solution. Using these compari-
sons, the peptide grafting efficiency was found to range
between 50% and 60% of the original mass of added peptide.
This percentage equates to 130–160 mg of coupled peptide per
milliliter collagen matrix, based on the molar ratio of peptide
to monomeric type-I bovine collagen fibers.36 These values
are similar to the effective doses administered in solution in
previous in vivo nerve regeneration studies.29,30 Collagen
only and functionalized collagen solutions were injected into

Table 1. The Four Specific Conduit Conditions

Evaluated in This Study

Porosity

Yes No

Neurite
promoting

Yes P-CollagenHNK NP-CollagenHNK

Matrix No P-Collagen NP-Collagen

Conduits either had a porous outer wall denoted by ‘‘P’’ or a
nonporous outer wall denoted by ‘‘NP.’’ In addition, conduits either
had a neurite-specific promoting matrix containing m-HNK denoted
by ‘‘CollagenHNK’’ or had only a generally cell-friendly matrix
denoted by ‘‘Collagen.’’
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conduits using a 22-gauge syringe, allowing excess to com-
pletely fill all voids. Before implantation, the conduits were
incubated at 37�C to allow self-assembly of the hydrogel.

Surgical methods and animal groups

All experiments were conducted in accordance with the
Rutgers Animal Care and Facilities Committee and the In-
stitutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) using
published protocols with the following modifications: con-
duits were prefilled with collagen or collagen grafted with
m-HNK rather than filled with saline at the time of trans-
plantation. In brief, 3-month-old female C57BL/6J mice
were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injections of a mixture
of ketamine (80 mg/kg) and xylazine (12 mg/mg). The left
femoral nerve was surgically exposed, and a nerve tran-
section was performed at a distance *3 mm proximal to the
bifurcation of the nerve. The cut ends of the nerve were
inserted into the conduits prefilled with the collagen gels and
fixed on each end with a 10-0 nylon suture (Ethicon) so that
a 5 mm gap was present between the proximal and distal
stump. The incised skin was closed with wound clips, which
were removed 2 weeks postsurgery. Four animal groups
(eight animals each) were compared over a 15 week time
period, including porous conduits filled with collagen
(P-Collagen), porous conduits filled with collagen grafted
with m-HNK (P-CollagenHNK), nonporous conduits filled
with collagen (NP-Collagen), and nonporous conduits filled
with collagen grafted with m-HNK (NP-CollagenHNK).

Motor function recovery

After implantation of the nerve conduits, functional re-
covery was assessed using a single-frame motion analysis
(SFMA) approach.28,32,37 Animals were trained to perform a
classical beam test before implantation of the conduit.
Postsurgery, this test was performed weekly until the end-
point of the experiment. Videos of the mice walking from
the rear were collected using a high-speed camera (A602fc;
Basler). SimiMotion (SIMI Reality Motion Systems) was
used to analyze the movements of the hind legs during the
normal gait cycle from individual video frames. The foot
base angle (FBA)37 was measured to evaluate the function
of the quadriceps muscle. This parameter is measured dur-
ing the walking cycle at the time of the toe-off position
when the sole of the foot is parallel to the transverse plane.
The FBA is formed by the line dividing the sole into two
symmetric halves and the medial horizontal plane.

To assess supraspinal control, used during voluntary
movements, and proprioceptive control, used during move-
ments that require precision, the pencil grip test was per-
formed. During this test, the mouse is held by its tail and
allowed to grasp a pencil with its forelimb paws. The hind
limbs, which are away from the pencil, alternate between
limb flexion to maximum extension attempting to grasp the
pencil tip. In intact animals, these protractions are sym-
metric. After injury, the limb is not able to completely ex-
tend. To quantify this deficit, the limb protraction limb ratio
(PLR) is measured. The PLR is a ratio of the relative length
of the intact limb to that of the injured limb using the dis-
tance between the most distal midpoint of the extremity to
a fixed point in the sagittal plane on the animal to measure
limb length.37

For each parameter, the FBA and the PLR, a recovery
index (RI) was calculated for each animal to provide a
relative measure of functional recovery. This RI value was
calculated as a percentage using the following formula:

RI¼ (Xweek y�Xweek 1)

(Xweek 0�Xweek 1)

� �
x 100,

where Xweek 0, Xweek 1 and Xweek y are intact values at week 0
(either FBA or PLR), values measured at week 1 after in-
jury, and at week y (where y is the endpoint of the study,
week 15), respectively.37 An RI value of 100 indicates
complete recovery of the femoral nerve.

Histomorphometric analysis of explanted nerve

After perfusion with 4% formaldehyde solution at 16
weeks, femoral nerves were dissected from animals and
morphometric analysis was performed according to standard
protocol.28,31 Total number of myelinated axons per nerve
cross section, raw tissue area, cross-sectional area of the
regenerating cable, and the percentage of nerve regeneration
were measured with ImageJ.

Statistical analysis

The study was designed to allow comparison of the ef-
fects fillers made of collagen or collagen grafted with
m-HNK (CollagenHNK) in both porous and nonporous
conduits on nerve regeneration. Variance analysis using a
one-way ANOVA was used followed by post hoc planned
comparisons with Tukey’s test. Differences were considered
significant at p < 0.05.

Results

Fabrication and in vitro characterization of conduits

Porous conduits composed of E10-0.5(1K) showed an in-
terconnected porous structure within the outer wall, whereas
the corresponding nonporous conduits had an apparently
impermeable, smooth outer wall structure28 (Fig. 1). The
degree of porosity was calculated by analyzing SEM images
of the conduit surfaces. An average pore size of 35.7 – 9.0 mm
and an overall porosity of 55.2% – 1.2% were measured for
porous conduits (Fig. 1A). Nonporous conduits showed no
discernable pore structure and correspondingly have an
overall porosity of 0% as calculated based on SEM images
using the same technique (Fig. 1B). The conduits have an
internal diameter of 580 mm and an external diameter of
680 mm.

In vivo evaluation

Porous and nonporous E10-0.5(1K) conduits were pre-
filled with collagen or collagen grafted with m-HNK (Col-
lagenHNK). The two types of fillers were allowed to gel
within the conduits before implantation within the mouse
femoral defect. Four groups were tested: (1) porous conduits
filled with collagen (P-Collagen), (2) nonporous conduits
filled with collagen (NP-Collagen), (3) porous conduits fil-
led with collagen (P-CollagenHNK), and (4) nonporous
conduits filled with CollagenHNK (NP-CollagenHNK).
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Motor function recovery

SFMA of the FBA and PLR was used to quantify func-
tional recovery (Fig. 2).37 Animals that received P-Collagen,
NP-Collagen, and P-CollagenHNK conduits showed little to
no functional improvement in the FBA parameter over the
full 15 weeks of the study (Fig. 2A). The endpoint FBA did
not differ from the FBAs measured for these groups the
week after the injury, as evidenced by the percentage of RI
for each animal (Fig. 2B). NP-CollagenHNK conduits were
the only group that showed significant improvement in the
FBA over the course of the study, showing a tight grouping

of RIs of the animals within this treatment group. The final
measured FBA for the NP-CollagenHNK compares favor-
ably to the maximal FBA achieved in other studies using
this animal model, even for much smaller noncritical size
gaps.28,32,38

This same trend was observed for the PLR, which, in
comparison with the reflexive movements measured by the
FBA, is a voluntary movement.37 Significant improvement of
the PLR for animals that received NP-CollagenHNK conduits
was evident at 6 weeks postinjury (Fig. 2C). P-CollagenHNK,
P-Collagen, and NP-Collagen groups showed lesser degrees
of PLR recovery and the RI values were scattered as

FIG. 1. Scanning electron microscope images of conduits evaluated in the mouse femoral nerve repair model. (A)
Outer wall of a porous E10-0.5(1K) conduit and (B) outer wall of a nonporous E10-0.5(1K) conduit. All scale bars:
100 mm.

FIG. 2. Metrics of func-
tional recovery for porous and
nonporous conduits in the
mouse femoral nerve repair
model. Conduits are either P
or NP, and are filled with ei-
ther a generally cell-friendly
matrix (Collagen) or a matrix
consisting of m-HNK grafted
to collagen (CollagenHNK).
(A) FBA for a 15-week period
after surgical insertion of the
four different conduit types.
(B) RI for FBA at week 15.
Each dot represents one ani-
mal in the group. The line
indicates the average RI for
the group (*p < 0.05, one-way
ANOVA with Fisher’s LSD
post hoc test). (C) PLR for all
conduit types (*p < 0.0001,
one-way ANOVA with Tu-
key post hoc test). (D) RI for
PLR at week 15. Each dot
represents one animal in the
group. The line indicates the
average RI for the group.
FBA, foot base angle; NP,
nonporous; P, porous; PLR,
protraction limb ratio; RI,
recovery index.
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compared with those for the NP-CollagenHNK group
(Fig. 2D). Taken together, results collected up to 15 weeks
demonstrate that functional recovery was highest in the ani-
mals treated with nonporous conduits and a neurite-promoting
cell matrix grafted with m-HNK (NP-CollagenHNK). For
FBA, the difference in RI for these animals was statistically
significant as compared with the other treatment groups.

Histomorphometric analysis

After the final time point of the study, implant sites were
excised and nerves were collected and analyzed for histo-
morphometric features. Histological differences between
treatment options were evident from sections of the mid-
conduit regenerative nerve cable (Fig. 3). In the P-Collagen
conduits (Fig. 3A), distinct regenerative cables did not al-
ways form. Rather, the inner lumen was often filled with
dense fibrous tissue (Fig. 4A) or large acellular regions
(Fig. 5A). In the NP-Collagen conduits, dense fibrous tissue
was present, but in a more organized manner (Figs. 3C
and 5C). The tissue commonly displayed a circular en-
casement of the regenerative cable. Animals treated with
P-CollagenHNK conduits demonstrated distinct regenera-
tive nerve cables with a perineurial layer. This layer entirely
separated the neural tissue from the surrounding non-neural
tissue and acellular regions (Figs. 3B, 4B, and 5B). All
animals treated with NP-CollagenHNK conduits exhibited
distinct regenerative cables with little to no fibrous tissue
surrounding them (Figs. 3D and 5D).

Quantitative analysis revealed no statistical differences
between the number of axons, raw tissue area, percentage of
myelinated nerve fibers, or cross-sectional area of myelin-
ated nerve fibers in animals treated with P-Collagen and
NP-Collagen conduits. There were a greater number of ax-
ons within regenerating nerve cables formed within NP-
CollagenHNK conduits than other treatment conditions
(Fig. 6A). The cross-sectional area of the myelinated nerve
fibers was greater in NP-CollagenHNK conduits than in the
other conduits, and a greater percentage of this area was
occupied by myelinated nerve fibers (Fig. 6B, C). There was
no statistical difference between the raw tissue areas mea-
sured from the nerve samples regenerated in each of the
conduit types (Fig. 6B).

FIG. 3. Representative cross-sectional images (40· and
100·) of nerve sections stained with toluidine blue from the
midpoint of the regenerated femoral nerve after tubulization
with four different types of conduits. (A) P-Collagen (B) P-
CollagenHNK (C) NP-Collagen (D) NP-CollagenHNK.
Scale bars: 100 and 20mm, respectively.

FIG. 4. Representative
cross-sectional images of
nerve sections exhibiting a
high degree of non-neural fi-
brous tissue infiltration. Sec-
tions are taken from the
midpoint of the regenerated
femoral nerve after tubuliza-
tion with either a (A) porous
conduit filled with collagen
(P-Collagen) or (B) a porous
conduit filled with m-HNK
grafted to collagen (P-
CollagenHNK). Scale bar:
100 mm.
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FIG. 5. Representative cross-sectional images of nerve sections stained with toluidine blue from the midpoint of re-
generated femoral nerve after tubulization. Images show various histological appearances including examples of acellular
regions, dense fibrotic tissue, and distinct regenerative cables. Animals were treated with the following types of conduits:
(A) P-Collagen (B) P-CollagenHNK (C) NP-Collagen, or (D) NP-CollagenHNK. Large black circles are adipocytes
common to nerve repair, acting as a soft ‘‘cushioning’’ around the nerve to protect it from mechanical trauma. Images show
examples of obstruction to axonal regeneration because of remnants of the collagen gel filler (producing acellular regions
within the regenerating nerve cable indicated by white arrows in A, B) and over deposition of fibrous tissue (indicated by
white arrows in C), leading to dense areas through which axons cannot navigate. Image (D) illustrates the distinct
regenerative cable found in an animal treated with NP-CollagenHNK. Little to no fibrous tissue deposition occurs in these
conduits. Scale bar: 100 mm.

FIG. 6. Histomorpho-
metric analysis of regenera-
tive nerve cable after conduit
implantation. (A) Axon
count of myelinated axons in
the regenerative cable in the
mid-conduit nerve section for
each conduit type (*p < 0.05,
one-way ANOVA with
Fisher’s LSD post hoc test).
(B) Raw tissue area. (C)
Percentage of myelinated
nerve fibers in regenerating
nerve cable (*p < 0.1, one-
way ANOVA with Fisher’s
LSD post hoc test). (D)
Cross-sectional area of re-
generated nerve fibers
(*p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA
with Fisher’s LSD post hoc
test).
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Discussion

This study presents evidence that the use of cell-friendly
fillers in nerve conduits can be detrimental to nerve regen-
eration and examines the relationship between cell-friendly
fillers and the porosity of the conduit wall. Specifically, we
interpret the experimental results of this study as indicating
that the use of a cell-friendly filler can negatively affect nerve
regeneration when the porosity of the conduit wall allows for
the uncontrolled infiltration of fibrous tissue into the conduit.
In this study, the addition of a nerve-specific stimulatory
factor (m-HNK) to the cell-friendly collagen filler enhanced
nerve regeneration even when the conduit wall was porous.

Nerve regeneration was measured by functional recovery
as well as histomorphometric analysis of the regenerative
cables. Although not all parameters ranked conduit designs
equally, when evaluated across all measured parameters,
functional nerve regeneration in animals treated with NP-
CollagenHNK conduits was superior to regeneration in all
other experimental groups (P-Collagen, NP-Collagen, and
P-CollagenHNK). The differences between P-Collagen, NP-
Collagen, and P-CollagenHNK were difficult to assess, but
based on several outcome measures, NP-Collagen was su-
perior over P-Collagen and P-CollagenHNK was superior
over NP-CollagenHNK.

Histology of the regenerated nerves within the conduits
strongly suggested that the degree of fibrous tissue infiltra-
tion was the likely cause of the difference in the degree of
nerve regeneration between porous and nonporous conduits.
Porous conduits correlated with an extensive amount of fi-
brous tissue within the conduit lumen. In the most severe
cases, the fibrous tissue filled the luminal space to the ex-
clusion of nerve tissue. In less severe cases, histology
showed fibrous tissue heavily interspersed within axons,
preventing the formation of an organized nerve cable.

Although many nerve repair studies have used a conduit
filled with a cell-friendly matrix,5–14 our study suggests that
the effects of using such a filler may only be beneficial if
conduits are impermeable to infiltrating fibrous tissue. When
porous conduits are filled with a hydrogel, a balance must be
achieved between the conduit porosity and the bioactivity of
the filler matrix to encourage faster axonal regeneration than
fibrotic tissue infiltration.10,39–42 As longer conduits are re-
quired in more severe nerve injuries, a greater porosity will
be necessary to overcome limitations of nutrient and waste
exchange. In these cases, the cell-friendly filler may become
more detrimental to nerve regeneration by increasing the
risk of fibrous tissue occluding the conduit lumen.

With the addition of a neurite-promoting factor, such as
m-HNK, to the generally cell-friendly filler, the inner lumen
may become more attractive to neurite outgrowth. We ob-
served that for porous conduits (P-CollagenHNK), some
functional recovery was observed even if the inner lumen of
the porous conduit contained a substantial amount of non-
neural cells. For the corresponding nonporous conduits
(NP-CollagenHNK), the absence of fibrous tissue ingrowth
provided an optimal environment for functional recovery
(Figs. 2, 3D, and 4D).

Conclusions

Our results show that a cell-friendly filler added to the
conduit inner lumen has different effects depending upon

the conduit porosity. In the case of porous conduits, whether
or not m-HNK is present, pores appear to facilitate the in-
filtration of non-neural cells along the entire conduit length,
allowing them to deposit tissue and obstruct neurite out-
growth.43 In the case of nonporous conduits, tissue infiltra-
tion is only possible at the anastomosis with the nerve
stumps, resulting in less infiltration of non-neural tissue and
an environment that favors nerve regeneration. However,
the addition of a neurite-promoting factor such as m-HNK to
the filler can partially overcome the negative impact of non-
neural cell infiltration. The functional and morphological
results of this study show that the use of cell-friendly fillers
in nerve conduits can be detrimental to nerve regeneration
unless the infiltration of non-neural tissue into the conduit is
carefully controlled.
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